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"lfwe are in an information revolution, we are in a
university revolution as well. "
President's Information Revolution Commission
University of Michigan
April 2001
The scope and immediacy of this remark from
the University of Michigan might seem like an overstatement but current research indicates it is an accurate reflection of the mood of many in higher education today. The evolution of information technology's
irnpact on education has been swift and pervasive.
Universities across the country as well as state legislatures and federal agencies are just now beginning to
realize the broad implications of technology-enhanced
education and the resulting demand for educational
reform in response to an equally rapidly changing
constituent population. Institutions of higher education are poised to become either the leaders of this
revolution - or its victims.
The information revolution is not on its
way .. .it is on our doorstep. The choice is not whether
or not to confront the issue but rather bow to confront
it. As Oblinger, Barone, :ind Hawkins (2001) point
out, "Even if an institution decides to forego entry into
distance education or distributed learning, few parts of
the institution will be untouched by technologyrelated policy questions."
Because this revolution has been so swift and
because its implications are so broad, most colleges
and universities (as well as state and federal agencies),
have barely had time to recognize it, never mind form
~ response. The issues surrounding distributed educa110~ challenge the very foundation of our professional
beti~fs about everything from pedagogy to stude~t
services - and the need to respond is immediate. This
demand for a timely response bas been precipitated to
a large extent by the unprecedented entry of for-profit
Organizations into the new knowledge-based market
economy. These companies, unhindered by the kinds
~f governance structures which exist in higher educa-

large audiences by offering virtually the same content
with the added advantage of superior cu tomer . ervice. Levine and Sun (2002) note, "Higher education
governance is highly democratic but also glacial in its
pace ....The difficulty is that the development and evolution of distance learning are not proceeding on a
typical higher education timetable. As a result. colleges and universities may not be the key actors creating and offering distance learning."
As a result. this issue represents one of the
most significant leadership challenges faced by the
higher education community in decades if not centuries. What can be done on campu es to move tbt 1 sue forward? How can we secure a role of leadership
in this new information market? The barriers are numerous; the challenges daunting. As Brown and Jackson (200 I) explain,

Belief in the transformative power of technology has cenainly passed the tipping
point in higher education. Not e'·eryone
agrees, however, thar transformations
through technology are desirable. Nor does
everyone agree on whar is to be transfonned. We have no consensus, nationally
or on most campuses, about evenjwuJm'Mntal issues like whether to invest in classroom
technology or distance technology - that is
whether to use technology to transfonn
teaching and learning on campus or to ure
technology to suppon true anytime-anyplace
learning (p. 52).
What is clear is that distributed education is c~lenging higher education to find a new paradi~m
knowledge delivery. The question is. how can 10 ~ututions assume a leadership role in ?rder. t~ secure our
own relevance and stability in this shifung markelplace?
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A Changing Audience
Gone are the days when it was a student's
pri\'ilege to attend a particular institution, replaced by
a market or college and universities who must compete for student'i no longer re lricted by geography in
their choice or schools. As Lane-Maher and Ashar
( 200 I ) point out, "Influenced by the quality movement. today:., educational consumer seeks accountability, sen'ice, and quality at a competitive price....They
arc savvy consumers. They demand service and appreciate convenience and efficiency" (p. 26).
Levine ( 1998) describes his research regarding the changing profile and growing demands or undergraduates in the U.S.:
[O}lder, part-time, and working students,
especially those with children. often say they
want a diffuent t)'pe of relationship with
their colleges from the one traditional undergraduates have historical/)· had. They
prefer a relationship like those they already
enjoy with their bank. the telephone comf'<ln)'. and the supennarket... Tl1ey want their
colleges nearby and operating at the hours
most useful to them, preferably around the
clock. Tliey want convenience: easy, accessible parking (in the classroom would not
be all bad); no lines; and polite, helpful and
efficient staff service. In short, students are
increasingly bringing to hi~her education
e:cacrly the same con.sumer expectations they
lun·e for e\ery other commercial enterprise
with 'l\hicl1 theydeal (p. 36).
Levine ( 2000) also points out that while there
i little uppon for di tance education among full-time
tudents living on campus. those students Jll.'.lke up
I~ s ttwl twenty percent or the current college population tod3y.
The growing need for lifelong learning has
al o haped the present education consumer market b
d1 tnbuting the need for education among all ag~
group . Le,,·inc and Sun (2002) note,
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A Changing Market
Many colleges and universities have been
hold-outs in this movement toward customer satisfaction, reluctant to view their students as consumers.
There is a growing concern, however, that institutions
who ignore the demands of the marketplace may do so
at their own peril.

The service sector has of course undergone
enomwus growth in recent years and it is
widely believed that future success in a
globalised world economy belongs to those
Jinns that go the extra distance in providing
customers with world class customer service. It's time for educational institutions to
fact two facts: they are in a competitive battle for students and students are customers
(Scott 1999, p. 19).
Trends in higher education would appear to
prove this true. As a number of traditional institutions
of higher education have gone out of business over the
past decade, on-line institutions, providing easily accessible services have established themselves as legitimate competitors in thls field. Perhaps the best and
most oft-quoted example of this is the University of
Phoenix which now claims the highest enrollment figures of any private institution in the country (Levine
& Sun 2002). The university not only offers completely on-line programs, but also "emphasizes customer service, placing a premium on frequent evaluation and high-quality instruction."
Until now, colleges and univers ities have had
to face competition mainly among themselves. The
playing field was level and the ground rules understood. Today, however, things are changing and the
regulation of the marketplace which has for so long
assured higher education its preeminent position in the
world of education delivery is being challenged. ~
Matthews (1998) explains, 'They [colleges and uruversities] are protected from true competition by the
physical constraints of geography on student mobili~.
~e h~dle of accreditation ... protectionist state po_lictes like designated service areas and the financial
subsidy of public institutions. Th~se barriers are raJl~g. - in some cases so rapidly, that it is hard for public mstitutions to even know what is happening" (p.
53). And according to Levine and Sun (2002),

~wo imponanr groups outside traditional
h1_gher education may influence the shape
durance Leaming ultimately takes - the forprofit education sector and other know/-
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edge-producing organizations... Higher education is an appealing industry for a variety
of reasons. Not only is it perceived as weak
and slow to change, but it also generates an
enonnous amount of cash and its market is
increasing and becoming global (p. 19).

than is comfortable or in many cases, more quickly
than is possible given the heavy burden of faculty
governance present on most campuses. Traditionally.
institutions are not capable of the kind of rapid flexibility that corporations are. As Matthews (1998)
points out, this may be their downfall:

Traditional institutions of higher education
may be in for a rude awakening as the culture of education delivery evolves and previously unknown competitors make a grab for their lucrative piece of the
market.

Content is a commodity and doesn 't add
value to programs. Because of teleconununications and inexpensfre computing po1rer.
the content of college curriculum is rapidly
becoming universally available ar linle or
no cost to the user. Course content is just
another form of data, and rhere are a lot
more efficient ways to deliver it to people
than to have them sit in a room and write it
down as someone reads it to them (p. 54 ).

The Challenges of Moving Forward
Whether or not they c hoose to engage completely in this revolution, there can be little doubt that
institutional leaders across the country must at least
address this situation and articulate a position relative
to the issue of distributed education. Given this fact,
what then are the issues leaders must consider in an
effort to move forward? Admittedly, concerns are nu~rous. What follows is a general overview of the
kinds of issues that must be addressed in a comprehensive response to the emerging revolution.

Faculty vs. Technologists: The Great Divide
It is no secret that faculty and information
technologists disagree with how to proceed in regard
to the infusion of technology into education. On the
one hand, faculty are protective of their pedagogy and
reluctant to try new and unproven methodology. On
the other, information technologists are eager to imp~ement what they see as "new and improved" techniques employing innovative technology. Brown and
Jackson (200 l ) concisely state the issue,
Each community has its own distinct culture, with distinct values and each of the
cultures enjoys great prestige and intellectual authority when not in conflict with one
another... The two communities have clashed
~n the issue of how aggressively to push the
incorporation of technology into teaching
and Leaming [and] differ deeply in their
presumptions concerning change (p. 49).

The Ticking Clock
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Culture Shock
"Distributed learning challenges our institutions not only to look at new ways of doing what we
have always done, but also to look at doing new
things . .. We will be challenged to tranSfonn many of
our underlying processes," Oblinger, Barone and
Hawkins (2001) predict. They allude to the pervasi\cness of the changes necessal) to accommodate the
information revolution - changes which threaten to
tranSform the very foundations of everything academic from pedagogy to admini t.rative polici~.
Views and policies will have to be changed or de\cloped in regard to intellectual property nghts, the relevance of residency issues, new standards for course
development, governance structures, re. ourcc allocation, student services, articulation agreements, and
financial aid policies- to name only a few.
External Holdouts
Many of the issues just referenced arc ~
even more difficult to confront due to the neces~aty of
change outside the institution. State funding allocations, for example, must be made an light of the nccJ
to innovate and try (which means buy) new technologies. federal financial aid d~s ~ot 7et fund man~ online courses and qualifying msutuuoru mu:-.t t~h al
least 50% of their programs on site (Oblin~r. ~arooc
& Hawkins, 200 l ). Also in regard to fi~caal :ud :ind
other federal reporting systems. the ~1.del~ acccpeed
accounting method of the Carnegie urut 1 ull .the predominant measure of "contaet time.. and conunu to
govern student credits. faculty workload and ~~
·
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Two i uc in particular po e proble~ in regard to bud ct II
ti n~. 1nc first i an attitudinal
hift m bud eting prioritie . While hardware and oftwarc upgrade are period1cally required. more :lllention n cJ to be ghen to financial implications of the
re ulung rclian e on the computing infrastructure. The
Unhc ity of Michigan ackno'wl.lcdged this in regard
to their recommended upgrades. 'These improvement arc not mcrcl) one-time upgrade~ in technology: they constitute a new 'wl.a) of thinking about the
centrality o infom1:uion infrastructure in the life of
the unhc it>" (President' Information. 20()1). The
om.I i a go\'crn:mcc . hift in the budget allocation
proc ... If the modu operandi of the campu is to
th triN.ite fun to indi-.idual departments, it may be
d1fficull for n c hesivc c-leaming program to develop
the imtitution. Holding funds at the institution
or y tcm lc:.,;el may nuke it possible to mount a major
initi the. but the procc could be at odd5 with a deccntrnl11cd culture" (Oblinger. B:irone & Hawkin~.
2001 ).

Leading the Revolution

strnte this change is already in progress. The challenge
of the coming decade is how to control and in fact
lead this revolution. The very existence of many institutions of higher education may be at stake.
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